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Kevin’s mom asks him to take out the trash.

But when he puts all the trash in the blue cart, Blue gets sick and spits it out.

I hate when this happens.

Oh Blue, are you okay?

I can’t have all of it.

No, no...

Not all of it...

I hate when this happens.

But when he puts all the trash in the blue cart, Blue gets sick and spits it out.
Kevin learns what to put into each cart.

Ladies first, I'll have the plastic bottles, the newspaper and cardboard, and oh, the glass jars and all the metal cans.

I'm not fussy, I'll take what's left.

Just the grass for me Kevin... any grass in there?
Blue, Green and Gray are happy with Kevin's work.

Mmm... Now that's the right stuff. Good job, Kevin.

Yum. All the green stuff for me. Thanks, man.

All the leftovers are perfect for me... burp! Thanks.
Oh, but before you go, we have something for you...

Blue gave Kevin a dirt bike, made of the things he recycled. Green gave him dirt for his riding track. Gray burned his trash to make electricity to make the bike go.
Hey, Kevin...

All the trash you put in me gets burned for energy.

Grass and leaves will work to make a riding track of dirt.

Hey, Kevin...
You need a spark for that bike? All the trash you put in me gets burned for energy.
Where Does It Go?

Newspaper

Christmas tree

Plastic water bottle & cap

Cereal box

Liquid laundry detergent & cap

Plastic bag

Shampoo bottle & cap

Waxed paper milk carton

Glass jelly jar & lid

Aluminum soda can
Can you sort it out like Kevin did?

Draw a line from each thing to the correct cart or truck.
SORT IT OUT AND ENJOY THE RIDE!
SORT IT OUT AT HOME!

**Blue**
- Metal cans
- Aluminum / steel
- Glass bottles and jars
- Plastic containers
- Newspaper
- Corrugated cardboard boxes
- White and colored office paper
- Paper bags

**Green**
- Leaves
- Branches
- Grass
- Weeds
- Christmas trees

**Gray**
- Whatever is left
- Trash
- Plastic bags
- Telephone books
- Cereal boxes
- Junk mail
- Magazines
- Paper plates, napkins
- Other plastics
- Other glass
- Bottle caps and lids

**TIPS:** No bags in the **blue** and **green** recycling carts. Deposit it all loose for easy sorting & processing. Always, always bag all your trash in the gray cart, to prevent litter, odor and flies.

For more tips visit: [OPALA.ORG](http://OPALA.ORG)